
Playing with Robots  

Part XVI 

By pluckycat 

 

Last week, I said I’d talk more about some interesting hands in the second and 

third session of the Individual Robot ACBL Summer National Championships. That 

will be postponed. Last week, an extraordinary event occurred—at least for me. I 

beat jcwla in the only ACBL daylong I played in. You may remember jcwla—the BBO 

name of Jordan Chodorow, who won the Robot National Championship and whose 

interview appeared last week. I scored 72.71% and he scored 72% in the event.  

     

 

So, come along with me for four hands that made the difference and see how you 

would have done. For ease of analysis, screenshots of the boards and results are 

provided. 



Board 2 

On the second hand in the event, as South, vulnerable against non-vulnerable, 

you’re dealt    K ♥K97432 ♦3    AK642. Seems like an easy 1♥ bid after East 

passes. The bidding progresses…  

W    N  E   S  

  P 1♥ 

1    2♦ 2    ? 

…back to you. So, what now? Okay, again this seems easy. I bid 3    , even though 

vulnerable. Robot bridge is not for the fainthearted. (Nor, I suppose, is bridge 

among humans.) Nonetheless, at this point, more than a third of the field persisted 

with hearts and bid 3♥, ending up in 4♥—a contract that did not do well.) So, 

now the bidding progressed… 

W    N  E   S  

  P 1♥ 

1     2♦   2       3     

3         X      P ? 

 

Well, you definitely click your robot partner’s bid and it shows 5+diamonds, 12+ 

HCPs, 13+ total points, forcing. Now, you need to make your first real decision, in 

my mind. Obviously, others thought differently. I bid clubs again to give my robot a 

choice. (Here, a quarter of the field passed 3     doubled. Again, for a terrible 

result. Good advice remains not to double robot’s contracts generally. The cards 

will lie badly and your robot partner will misdefend or—believe it or not—you may). 

After I bid 4    , my robot partner bid 4♦. So, what now? Well, first you pay 

attention to what its bid means: 12+ HCPs, twice-rebiddable diamonds, 13+ total 

points. What now?  

If you passed as I did, it was worth 95.54% as 4♦ went down one. Seemed like the 

clear choice to me. But only 6 of 56 players had my auction. Fifteen of the 56 who 

had my auction up to the double of 3    , bid 4♥ over the double and ended up in 

5♦ down two. 



The key here to passing 4♦ was assessing your robot partner’s hand. Twice-

rebiddable diamonds showed at least six diamonds, and most likely, at least two of 

the top three honors—better than any suit I had. And I trusted the robot to know 

I most likely had six hearts and five clubs, as my 4     bid showed the robot 5+ 

hearts and 5+ clubs. Robots aren’t dumb. They make mistakes, but by and large, you 

can and should trust them. The full deal and result:    

 

 

 

 



Board 9 

I am now at board 9 of 12 and have little sense of how I’m doing (I failed to bid a 

game and that can’t be good), when this hand comes along, non-vulnerable v. 

vulnerable: South    1093 ♥A932 ♦A1052    K2. The bidding has gone 1    -1♥ 

to you. What do you bid? 

2NT seemed clear to me. 1NT is a significant underbid. You have primes and you 

have very possibly helpful 10s and 9s. Nonetheless, only one third of the players 

bid 2NT. Most bid 1NT and then passed the 2     rebid or were left to play in 2NT 

when they bid that over 2    .  

Over 2NT, my robot bid 3    . That showed 6+ clubs, 11-12 HCP, 12+ total points. 

What do you do? 

You know this is a best-hand tournament, so your robot only has 11 HCPs. 

Nonetheless, I envision five club tricks, my two aces and dummy providing two 

more tricks. My 10s and 9s may well come into play. Also, if I am going to make 

3   , I think it likely I will make 3NT, so I bid it. Surprisingly, to me, half the 

people who bid 2NT, passed 3    —by no means optimal (37.25%). So, 11 of 56 

ended up in 3NT. But only six made it. Would you have? 

Dummy comes down:    AK42 ♥106 ♦J    QJ9876.  You get the ♥K lead? What 

do you do?  

If you ducked, you were in trouble. The East West hands: West    QJ86♥KJ 

♦Q9742    54; East    75 ♥Q8754 ♦K86    A103 

If you duck the first heart, you get a diamond switch and East continues diamonds. 

If you duck diamonds twice, East switches to a heart (robots are certainly good 

enough to find that switch) and you lose two hearts, two diamonds and the    A. If 

you capture the ♦K after the diamond switch, when in with the    A, East will play 

diamonds through you for four diamond tricks. 

There is good reason to take the ♥K lead with your Ace. You are protected in 

hearts. You still have the 10 in dummy and the 9 in your hand (remember I valued 

those 9s) and West has at most two hearts based on the bidding. The danger is a 

diamond switch. If you take the opening lead, you only need clubs to be 3-2 (68%) 

and they are. Bidding and making 3NT was worth 95.10%. Bidding and failing to 

make 3NT was worth less than 5%.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Board 11 

Another bidding and play problem. As dealer, you find yourself with    AJ9752 

♥AQ72 ♦2    83. 

I opened 1    . The opponents were silent throughout. Partner bid 3♦, showing 6+ 

diamonds, 3 hearts, 2 spades, 9-11 HCP. What now?  

I chose 3    . My spades are likely to be as good as robot’s diamonds based on what 

I know now and let’s see what it bids. It could have the right high-card points so 

that game is a decent possibility. I rejected 3♥ at this point because the bot at 

most will have only three hearts and there’s a good possibility it will have two 

spades in which case I certainly want to be in spades. The bot, bless it, bids 4    .  

Dummy comes down with    104 ♥K96 ♦A86543    A9. As good a dummy as I 

could hope for. ♥J is led. What’s your plan?   

I win the lead in hand with the ♥Q. Things look promising. I see a path to 12 

tricks. Do you?  

I need to keep my spade losers to one and hope some suits break well, but the lead 

has given me an entry I will need to get to dummy to avoid a club loser. I go to the 

♦A in dummy and lead the    10, hoping for a cover and a 3-2 spade break, or at 

least one honor with East, but not a singleton. I don’t want to lead a low spade 

because I don’t want to use an entry to dummy to lead another spade if I can avoid 

it. There’s some risk if there’s a singleton honor with East, but the vision of 12 

tricks is too enticing. Sure enough, East covers with the    Q. I cover with the 

A    and return the J    , West follows and East takes its K    . Then returns a    .  

I’m practically home free now. All I need is for diamonds to break 3-3. I take the 

   A and ruff a diamond back to hand, draw the last trump, take the marked 

finesse in hearts against West’s 10 to gain the dummy entry I need, and ruff 

another diamond. Lo and behold, the diamonds do break 3-3. Now back to the ♥K 

to pitch my remaining club on my good diamonds. Making six for 99.09%!! Only 2 of 

56 bid 4    and made six. Half the field bid 4   , but seven made 5   , and 12 made 

only 4   . 10 players passed the 3♦bid for a really bad result. Others bid 3♥ 

over 3♦ and ended up in 4♥, for what was usually a worse result than even 3♦. 

And four players opened 2    and got the below average result they deserved. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Board 12 

Vulnerable v. non, in second seat, your partner opens 2♦. Pass to you. You have 

   AQJ63 ♥AQ7 ♦KJ109    Q What do you bid? 

I would have thought this was straightforward. I bid 2NT. Less than a quarter of 

the field did that. The field was divided (about a quarter) between those who bid 

2   , ending in NT, most often disastrously, and those who bid 5♦ directly (about 

half the field). Why not explore? If your robot partner shows a feature in spades, 

6♦ should be a lay down. If it shows the ♥K, at worst a slam is on a finesse, and 

if your robot has a singleton spade, it should be close to a laydown given the 

strength of your diamonds. Sure enough, my robot bids 3♥, showing a feature, 

which has to be the ♥K. I could have bid 6♦ right then, but I first confirmed 

that my partner had an Ace, and then bid six. Vulnerable in second seat, it was 

almost certain that the bot wouldn’t open 2♦ without the ♦A. Anyway, the robot 

dummy comes down, revealing    4 ♥K82 ♦AQ7632    J76. 

Perfect. I don’t need to rely on a finesse in spades. I can ruff two clubs in my hand 

and I proceed to do so, despite a 3-0 diamond break, using a spade ruff twice for 

transportation to dummy once I discover the 3-0 trump split. I take the spade lead 

with the Ace, of course, eschewing the finesse. Surprisingly, only half the people 

who bid 5♦ made six. They typically drew trump and then had to rely on the spade 

finesse. 15 of 65 bid and made 6♦for 89.06%. Those bidding five and making six 

were barely above average, and those bidding five and making only five were at 

27%. The NT bidders typically were down three and four, for single-digit 

percentages. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



So, how did you do? I hope you had fun with these hands. I can say now, nearly four 

months into playing on line, that playing with robots has definitely improved my 

declarer play, sometimes only in hindsight, but often now in real time at the table. 

I hope you’ve noticed an improvement in your declarer play as well. In any event, 

keep at it, that improvement is sure to come as your robot friends present ever 

changing challenges for you. Below are the full results of the 12 boards. An astute 

observer will note that in the 12 boards, I missed a game I could and should have 

bid, which cost me first place. Oh well, perhaps some other day. The results for 

the twelve boards are below. 

 

 

ACBL Daylong (MP) 2 - 2020-07-24 

Player Board Time Result Points Score Movie Traveller 

pluckycat 1 19:13 3NN+2 460 70.00% Movie Traveller 

pluckycat 2 19:17 4DN-1 -100 95.54% Movie Traveller 

pluckycat 3 19:20 3CW= -110 36.57% Movie Traveller 

pluckycat 4 19:25 4HS= 620 72.22% Movie Traveller 

pluckycat 5 19:27 4SE+1 -450 55.47% Movie Traveller 

pluckycat 6 19:30 4SS= 420 78.45% Movie Traveller 

pluckycat 7 19:32 2HW+1 -140 68.42% Movie Traveller 

pluckycat 8 19:36 3HS+1 170 46.74% Movie Traveller 

pluckycat 9 19:39 3NS= 400 95.10% Movie Traveller 

pluckycat 10 19:44 3NN-1 -100 65.83% Movie Traveller 

pluckycat 11 19:47 4SS+2 480 99.09% Movie Traveller 

pluckycat 12 19:51 6DN= 1370 89.06% Movie Traveller 

 

http://www.bridgebase.com/tools/handviewer.html?bbo=y&lin=st%7C%7Cmd%7C3SQ93HJ72DAKQ32CK5%2CS8765HK983D85CAT4%2CSKJHAQ4D9764CQJ92%2CSAT42HT65DJTC8763%7Csv%7C0%7Cah%7CBoard%201%7Cmb%7C1D%7Can%7CMinor%20suit%20opening%20--%203%2B%20%21D%3B%2011-21%20HCP%3B%2012-22%20total%20points%7Cmb%7CP%7Cmb%7C2D%21%7Can%7CInverted%20minor%20suit%20raise%20--%204%2B%20%21D%3B%203-%20%21H%3B%203-%20%21S%3B%2010%2B%20HCP%3B%20forcing%20to%202N%7Cmb%7CP%7Cmb%7C2N%7Can%7C2-5%20%21C%3B%203-5%20%21D%3B%202-4%20%21H%3B%202-4%20%21S%3B%2011-14%20HCP%3B%2012%2B%20total%20points%3B%20partial%20stop%20in%20%21C%3B%20partial%20stop%20in%20%21H%3B%20partial%20stop%20in%20%21S%7Cmb%7CP%7Cmb%7C3N%7Can%7C4%2B%20%21D%3B%203-%20%21H%3B%203-%20%21S%3B%2014-21%20HCP%7Cmb%7CP%7Cmb%7CP%7Cmb%7CP%7Cpc%7CH5%7Cpc%7CH2%7Cpc%7CH9%7Cpc%7CHQ%7Cpc%7CC2%7Cpc%7CC7%7Cpc%7CCK%7Cpc%7CCA%7Cpc%7CCT%7Cpc%7CCQ%7Cpc%7CC3%7Cpc%7CC5%7Cpc%7CD4%7Cpc%7CDJ%7Cpc%7CDA%7Cpc%7CD8%7Cpc%7CS3%7Cpc%7CS6%7Cpc%7CSJ%7Cpc%7CSA%7Cpc%7CC8%7Cpc%7CH7%7Cpc%7CC4%7Cpc%7CC9%7Cmc%7C11%7C
https://webutil.bridgebase.com/v2/daylong_hands.php?tourney=ARDARD%3A485e6fa3.cd6b.11ea.b96d.0cc47a39aeb4-1595567124-&username=pluckycat&board=INSTANCE-T10015855-R1-B1-I14
http://www.bridgebase.com/tools/handviewer.html?bbo=y&lin=st%7C%7Cmd%7C4SKHK97432D3CAK642%2CSAT7653HA5D8CQJT5%2CS94HJDAKJT9752C73%2CSQJ82HQT86DQ64C98%7Csv%7CN%7Cah%7CBoard%202%7Cmb%7CP%7Cmb%7C1H%7Can%7CMajor%20suit%20opening%20--%205%2B%20%21H%3B%2011-21%20HCP%3B%2012-22%20total%20points%7Cmb%7C1S%7Can%7COne-level%20overcall%20--%205%2B%20%21S%3B%208-17%20HCP%3B%209-19%20total%20points%7Cmb%7C2D%7Can%7CFree%20bid%20--%205%2B%20%21D%3B%2011%2B%20total%20points%3B%20forcing%7Cmb%7C2S%7Can%7C3%2B%20%21S%3B%206-10%20total%20points%7Cmb%7C3C%7Can%7CNew%20suit%20--%204%2B%20%21C%3B%205%2B%20%21H%3B%2011-21%20HCP%3B%2012-22%20total%20points%7Cmb%7C3S%7Can%7C5%2B%20%21S%3B%2017-%20HCP%3B%2012-19%20total%20points%7Cmb%7CD%7Can%7C5%2B%20%21D%3B%2012%2B%20HCP%3B%2013%2B%20total%20points%3B%20forcing%7Cmb%7CP%7Cmb%7C4C%7Can%7C5%2B%20%21C%3B%205%2B%20%21H%3B%2011-21%20HCP%3B%2012-22%20total%20points%7Cmb%7CP%7Cmb%7C4D%7Can%7C12%2B%20HCP%3B%20twice%20rebiddable%20%21D%3B%2013%2B%20total%20points%7Cmb%7CP%7Cmb%7CP%7Cmb%7CP%7Cpc%7CSQ%7Cpc%7CSK%7Cpc%7CSA%7Cpc%7CS4%7Cpc%7CD8%7Cpc%7CDA%7Cpc%7CD6%7Cpc%7CD3%7Cpc%7CDK%7Cpc%7CD4%7Cpc%7CH2%7Cpc%7CS3%7Cpc%7CHJ%7Cpc%7CH8%7Cpc%7CHK%7Cpc%7CHA%7Cpc%7CS5%7Cpc%7CS9%7Cpc%7CSJ%7Cpc%7CH3%7Cpc%7CDQ%7Cpc%7CH4%7Cpc%7CC5%7Cpc%7CD2%7Cpc%7CS2%7Cpc%7CH7%7Cpc%7CST%7Cpc%7CD5%7Cmc%7C9%7C
https://webutil.bridgebase.com/v2/daylong_hands.php?tourney=ARDARD%3A485e6fa3.cd6b.11ea.b96d.0cc47a39aeb4-1595567124-&username=pluckycat&board=INSTANCE-T10015855-R1-B2-I4
http://www.bridgebase.com/tools/handviewer.html?bbo=y&lin=st%7C%7Cmd%7C1SA6H52DAKQ64CK632%2CSK7HJT7D75CAQJ987%2CST5432H9863DJ3CT4%2CSQJ98HAKQ4DT982C5%7Csv%7CE%7Cah%7CBoard%203%7Cmb%7C1N%7Can%7Cnotrump%20opener.%20Could%20have%205M.%20--%202-5%20%21C%3B%202-5%20%21D%3B%202-5%20%21H%3B%202-5%20%21S%3B%2015-17%20HCP%3B%2018-%20total%20points%7Cmb%7C2C%21%7Can%7CCappelletti%20-%20single%20suited%20--%2014-%20HCP%3B%2010%2B%20total%20points%7Cmb%7CP%7Cmb%7C2D%7Can%7C%20%7Cmb%7CD%7Can%7C2-5%20%21C%3B%205-%20%21D%3B%202-5%20%21H%3B%202-5%20%21S%3B%2015-17%20HCP%3B%20rebiddable%20%21D%3B%20%21DKQ%3B%2018-%20total%20points%7Cmb%7C3C%7Can%7CLongest%20suit%20--%20twice%20rebiddable%20%21C%3B%2010-13%20total%20points%7Cmb%7CP%7Cmb%7CP%7Cmb%7CP%7Cpc%7CDJ%7Cpc%7CD2%7Cpc%7CD6%7Cpc%7CD7%7Cpc%7CD3%7Cpc%7CDT%7Cpc%7CDQ%7Cpc%7CD5%7Cpc%7CDK%7Cpc%7CCJ%7Cpc%7CS2%7Cpc%7CD8%7Cpc%7CH7%7Cpc%7CH6%7Cpc%7CHA%7Cpc%7CH5%7Cpc%7CC5%7Cpc%7CC2%7Cpc%7CCQ%7Cpc%7CC4%7Cpc%7CCA%7Cpc%7CCT%7Cpc%7CS8%7Cpc%7CC3%7Cpc%7CC9%7Cpc%7CS3%7Cpc%7CS9%7Cpc%7CCK%7Cpc%7CDA%7Cpc%7CC7%7Cpc%7CS5%7Cpc%7CD9%7Cpc%7CHJ%7Cpc%7CH3%7Cpc%7CH4%7Cpc%7CH2%7Cpc%7CC8%7Cpc%7CH9%7Cpc%7CSJ%7Cpc%7CC6%7Cpc%7CHT%7Cpc%7CH8%7Cpc%7CHK%7Cpc%7CD4%7Cpc%7CHQ%7Cpc%7CS6%7Cpc%7CS7%7Cpc%7CST%7Cpc%7CSQ%7Cpc%7CSA%7Cpc%7CSK%7Cpc%7CS4%7C
https://webutil.bridgebase.com/v2/daylong_hands.php?tourney=ARDARD%3A485e6fa3.cd6b.11ea.b96d.0cc47a39aeb4-1595567124-&username=pluckycat&board=INSTANCE-T10015855-R1-B3-I6
http://www.bridgebase.com/tools/handviewer.html?bbo=y&lin=st%7C%7Cmd%7C2SAJ4HAQ62DA4CA765%2CSQ9863HK73D96CK94%2CST5HJ985DQJT5CQJT%2CSK72HT4DK8732C832%7Csv%7CB%7Cah%7CBoard%204%7Cmb%7CP%7Cmb%7CP%7Cmb%7CP%7Cmb%7C1C%7Can%7CMinor%20suit%20opening%20--%203%2B%20%21C%3B%2011-21%20HCP%3B%2012-22%20total%20points%7Cmb%7C1S%7Can%7COne-level%20overcall%20--%205%2B%20%21S%3B%208-11%20HCP%3B%209-12%20total%20points%7Cmb%7CD%7Can%7CNegative%20double%20--%204%2B%20%21H%3B%205-11%20HCP%3B%206-12%20total%20points%7Cmb%7C2S%7Can%7C3%2B%20%21S%3B%206-10%20total%20points%7Cmb%7C4H%7Can%7C3%2B%20%21C%3B%204%2B%20%21H%3B%2011-21%20HCP%3B%2012-22%20total%20points%7Cmb%7CP%7Cmb%7CP%7Cmb%7CP%7Cpc%7CD9%7Cpc%7CDT%7Cpc%7CDK%7Cpc%7CDA%7Cpc%7CHA%7Cpc%7CH7%7Cpc%7CH5%7Cpc%7CH4%7Cpc%7CH2%7Cpc%7CH3%7Cpc%7CHJ%7Cpc%7CHT%7Cpc%7CCQ%7Cpc%7CC2%7Cpc%7CC5%7Cpc%7CCK%7Cpc%7CS8%7Cpc%7CS5%7Cpc%7CSK%7Cpc%7CSA%7Cpc%7CC6%7Cpc%7CC4%7Cpc%7CCJ%7Cpc%7CC8%7Cpc%7CCT%7Cpc%7CC3%7Cpc%7CC7%7Cpc%7CC9%7Cpc%7CDQ%7Cpc%7CD8%7Cpc%7CD4%7Cpc%7CD6%7Cpc%7CD5%7Cpc%7CD7%7Cpc%7CH6%7Cpc%7CHK%7Cpc%7CSQ%7Cpc%7CST%7Cpc%7CS7%7Cpc%7CS4%7Cpc%7CS9%7Cpc%7CDJ%7Cpc%7CS2%7Cpc%7CSJ%7Cmc%7C10%7C
https://webutil.bridgebase.com/v2/daylong_hands.php?tourney=ARDARD%3A485e6fa3.cd6b.11ea.b96d.0cc47a39aeb4-1595567124-&username=pluckycat&board=INSTANCE-T10015855-R1-B4-I5
http://www.bridgebase.com/tools/handviewer.html?bbo=y&lin=st%7C%7Cmd%7C3SQ6HAK6DKT98CQJT3%2CSK84HQJT53DA6CA74%2CS7H842DJ743CK9862%2CSAJT9532H97DQ52C5%7Csv%7CN%7Cah%7CBoard%205%7Cmb%7CP%7Cmb%7C3S%7Can%7CPreempt%20--%207%2B%20%21S%3B%205-9%20HCP%3B%20%21SQ%3B%206%2B%20total%20points%7Cmb%7CD%7Can%7C3-5%20%21C%3B%203-5%20%21D%3B%203-4%20%21H%3B%202-%20%21S%3B%2014%2B%20total%20points%7Cmb%7C4S%7Can%7C1%2B%20%21S%7Cmb%7CP%7Cmb%7CP%7Cmb%7CP%7Cpc%7CHK%7Cpc%7CH3%7Cpc%7CH8%7Cpc%7CH9%7Cpc%7CCQ%7Cpc%7CCA%7Cpc%7CC2%7Cpc%7CC5%7Cpc%7CSK%7Cpc%7CS7%7Cpc%7CS2%7Cpc%7CS6%7Cpc%7CS4%7Cpc%7CD7%7Cpc%7CSA%7Cpc%7CSQ%7Cpc%7CS5%7Cpc%7CD8%7Cpc%7CS8%7Cpc%7CC6%7Cpc%7CHQ%7Cpc%7CH4%7Cpc%7CH7%7Cpc%7CHA%7Cpc%7CCJ%7Cpc%7CC7%7Cpc%7CC8%7Cpc%7CS9%7Cpc%7CD2%7Cpc%7CD9%7Cpc%7CDA%7Cpc%7CD3%7Cpc%7CHJ%7Cpc%7CH2%7Cpc%7CD5%7Cpc%7CH6%7Cpc%7CHT%7Cpc%7CD4%7Cpc%7CDQ%7Cpc%7CDT%7Cpc%7CD6%7Cpc%7CDJ%7Cpc%7CST%7Cpc%7CDK%7Cpc%7CSJ%7Cpc%7CC3%7Cpc%7CC4%7Cpc%7CC9%7Cpc%7CS3%7Cpc%7CCT%7Cpc%7CH5%7Cpc%7CCK%7C
https://webutil.bridgebase.com/v2/daylong_hands.php?tourney=ARDARD%3A485e6fa3.cd6b.11ea.b96d.0cc47a39aeb4-1595567124-&username=pluckycat&board=INSTANCE-T10015855-R1-B5-I12
http://www.bridgebase.com/tools/handviewer.html?bbo=y&lin=st%7C%7Cmd%7C4SAKQ75H8DKJ9654CK%2CS643HAT43DT7CAT98%2CSJ92HK65D32CJ7632%2CST8HQJ972DAQ8CQ54%7Csv%7CE%7Cah%7CBoard%206%7Cmb%7CP%7Cmb%7C1S%7Can%7CMajor%20suit%20opening%20--%205%2B%20%21S%3B%2011-21%20HCP%3B%2012-22%20total%20points%7Cmb%7CP%7Cmb%7C1N%7Can%7CForcing%20one%20notrump%20--%203-%20%21S%3B%206%2B%20HCP%3B%2012-%20total%20points%7Cmb%7CP%7Cmb%7C2D%7Can%7CNew%20suit%20--%203%2B%20%21D%3B%203-%20%21H%3B%205%2B%20%21S%3B%2011%2B%20HCP%3B%2012-18%20total%20points%7Cmb%7CP%7Cmb%7C2S%7Can%7C2-3%20%21S%3B%206-9%20HCP%7Cmb%7CP%7Cmb%7C4S%7Can%7C3%2B%20%21D%3B%203-%20%21H%3B%206%2B%20%21S%3B%2017%2B%20HCP%3B%2018%20total%20points%7Cmb%7CP%7Cmb%7CP%7Cmb%7CP%7Cpc%7CDT%7Cpc%7CD3%7Cpc%7CDA%7Cpc%7CD4%7Cpc%7CS8%7Cpc%7CS5%7Cpc%7CS6%7Cpc%7CS9%7Cpc%7CD2%7Cpc%7CDQ%7Cpc%7CDK%7Cpc%7CD7%7Cpc%7CS7%7Cpc%7CS4%7Cpc%7CSJ%7Cpc%7CST%7Cpc%7CS2%7Cpc%7CH2%7Cpc%7CSQ%7Cpc%7CS3%7Cpc%7CSK%7Cpc%7CH4%7Cpc%7CC2%7Cpc%7CH7%7Cpc%7CDJ%7Cpc%7CCT%7Cpc%7CC3%7Cpc%7CD8%7Cpc%7CD9%7Cpc%7CC8%7Cpc%7CC6%7Cpc%7CC4%7Cpc%7CD6%7Cpc%7CH3%7Cpc%7CC7%7Cpc%7CH9%7Cpc%7CD5%7Cpc%7CHT%7Cpc%7CCJ%7Cpc%7CHJ%7Cpc%7CH8%7Cpc%7CHA%7Cpc%7CH5%7Cpc%7CHQ%7Cpc%7CCA%7Cpc%7CH6%7Cpc%7CC5%7Cpc%7CCK%7Cpc%7CC9%7Cpc%7CHK%7Cpc%7CCQ%7Cpc%7CSA%7C
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